
DeaDlier than WannaCry
Security researchers around the world are calling June 27th’s Petya attacks deadlier than 
WannaCry. The malicious ransomware, which has been around since 2016, resurfaced with a 
vengeance, hitting companies in Europe and the US, and spreading swiftly – halting operations 
and demanding Bitcoin ransom.   
 
If your organization was one of the infected, the odds are low on returning your data – unless 
you backed up your valuable information. Email provider Posteo has closed the account the 
ransomware vandals were giving victims to contact for keys. So if WannaCry was not a lesson 
in backing up, maybe this will be.
 
SpreaDing like WilDfire
Original reports focused heavily on Ukraine, as the initial attacks took place via a built-in 
update included in a program used by companies working with the Ukraine government. 
Industries hard hit in the Ukraine included finance, utilities and transportation, in addition to 
government offices. Within hours, Petya had spread to some 2,000 organizations in Spain, the 
UK, the Netherlands, France, the US and other countries.
 
hoW it WorkS
The latest estimates list ransom damages around $9000, not a lot considering the rate with
which the attack has spread. Like WannaCry, Petya takes advantage of the same NSA hacked
EternalBlue exploit. But unlike WannaCry, which encrypted individual files, Petya focuses on
an organization’s administrator tools. The hacked computers are rebooted and the hard 
disk’sMFT is encrypted, effectively infecting the MBR, putting it out of commission and 
blocking system access.(And if this does not work, it can also just encrypt files like your usual 
ransomware.) Malicious code is injected into the MBR and the unlucky victim’s find themselves 
staring at a black screen with red text, demanding a payment of 300 dollars in ransom.
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Cynet stops Petya. We stop the infection and encryption of 
the host. We do this by protecting the Master Boot Record, 
and by detecting malicious SMB connections originating from 
suspicious files, stopping spread of the ransomware. Over 
the course of the June 27th attacks, while the much of the 
word was going into system lockdown in an effort to contain 
damages, Cynet customers were able to rest easy, knowing the 
Cynet 360 platform had their assets covered. The Cynet 360 
advanced threat detection and response platform is the only 
effective, holistic option available for the organization looking 
to ensure the highest level of security, while truly simplifying 
their IOCs detection and response.
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